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1758 Peleg born –2383 .S  –2382 .S

+30 Gen 11:18
1788 Reu born –2353 .S  –2352 .S

+32 Gen 11:20
1820 Serug born –2321 .S  –2320 .S

+30 Gen 11:22
1850 Nahor born –2291 .S  –2290 .S

+29 Gen 11:24
1879 Terah born –2262 .S  –2261 .S

+205 Gen 11:32
2084 205th Year of Terah –2057 .S  –2056 .S

–75 Gen 12:4

The book of Acts clarifies that Abraham left Haran after his father died. Again, 
we are using standardized years, and it must be realized that there is some offset with 
the factual years of age. However, there is a 1:1 correspondence between the factual  
years  and  the  standardized  years.  For  without  this  assumption,  the  scriptural 
chronology would not be computable. It is evident that it was made to be computable, 
so the assumption is proved valid. Further Abraham’s 75th year = Terah’s 205th year. 
For it is not reasonable to assume that Abraham had a birthday between his father’s 
death and his departure. To keep the chronology computable always requires all the 
facts and the most probable assumption to go with it. 

2009 Abram born –2132 .S  –2131 .S

+100 Gen 21:5
2109 Isaac born –2032 .S

+60 Gen 25:26
2169 Jacob & Esau born –1972 .S  –1971 .S

+130 Gen 47:9
2299 Jacob to Egypt –1842 .S  –1842 .7

+5 Gen 45:6
2304 Famine Ends –1837 .7

–14 Gen 41:29-30
2290 Abundance Begins –1851 .7

–30 Gen 41:46
2260 Joseph born –1881 .S  –1880 .S

+110 Gen 50:26
2370 Joseph died –1771 .S  –1770 .S

2109 Isaac born –2032 .S
+400 Gen 15:13

See Above

The dating of the 400 years from Isaac’s birth is proved by the fact that four 
generations spanned the time in Egypt, 1. Jacob,  2. Levi,  3. Jocabed, 4. Moses.  
The  400  years  includes  the  time  that  Abraham’s  “seed,”  Isaac,  sojourned  in 
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Canaan before Jacob went to Egypt.  Israel  was only in Egypt 210 years.  The 
dating of 430 years in Exodus is from 30 years before Isaac was born, from the 
time that Abraham left Ur of the Chaldees, and adds the number of years that 
Abraham sojourned before Isaac was born.  Other chronologers have assumed 
that  the 400 years  begins with the “weaning” of Isaac at  age 5.  This  ad hoc 
assumption substitutes a questionable legal definition of “seed” for a factual and 
legal  definition  fulfilled  at  the  birth  of  Isaac,  and  corrupts  the  Sabbatical 
alignment. The five year difference is to be located between Abraham’s sojourn 
out of Ur of the Chaldees and Terah’s becoming too old to travel so that they had 
to stop in Haran for those five years.

2509 Exodus –1632 .S

+40 Exodus 16:35
2549 First Year in Israel –1592 .S  –1591 .S

–0.5 Fall Adjustment

The red figures show when the chronology is being worked backwards in 
time. Israel began the conquest of Transjordan six months before they crossed 
the Jordan. It was then that they took Heshbon and occupied it for the next 300 
years (Judges 11:26). So, I move the timeline forward by the 300 years, and then 
work it backward to fill in the details.

2548 Conquest Heshbon –1593 .7

+300 Judges 11:26
2848 Jair –1293 .7

–23 Judges 10:2
2825 Tola –1316 .7

–3 Judges 9:22
2822 Abimelech –1319 .7

–40 Judges 8:28
2782 Gideon –1359 .7

–7 Judges 6:1
2775 Midian –1366 .7

–40 Judges 5:31
2735 Deborah –1406 .7

–20 Judges 4:3
2715 Jabin –1426 .7

–80 Judges 3:30b
2635 Ehud –1506 .7

–18 Judges 3:14
2617 Eglon –1524 .7

–40 Judges 3:11
2577 Othniel –1564 .7

–8 Judges 3:8
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